Professional Railings Without The Professional

Product Manual

Special Features

Professional Railings Without The Professional
• The Amazing Rail™ is adjustable to fit any angled non-bending stairway. It can also
be leveled as a balcony rail
• It is easy to assemble. With its specially designed balusters, it should take only a few
minutes to gather a four to eight foot section together without any tools and around
ten minutes to assemble.
• Meets national building code with insert spacing of 4 ½” center to center between
balusters.
• Unlike the competition, the Amazing Rail’s (TM) fillets are precut and can fit between
the balusters at any angle for a clean, streamlined finish.
• Amazing Rail™ is sold as K D: meaning the customer can actually change the look
of their staircase just by replacing certain parts. All styles of Amazing Rail’s™ handrails, shoe rails, and balusters can be switched in and out with ease.
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Components

11. Handrail (sp6010) and Mould (sp6010BM),

Installation

1. Unwrap the wrap around the Handrail and take
the two Moulds off. KEEP THE MOULDS! DO
NOT DAMAGE THEM!

2. Take ONE of the Moulds and lay it vertically
on the steps (or landing) against the sides of the
bottoms of the two posts (or wall). The Mould
should extend beyond the post.

4. Cut the Moulds along the penciled-angles using a
Mitre Saw.

Installation

3. Mark the angles of the top and bottom post to both
ends of the Mould with a pencil.

Installation

5. Make sure the Inserts are in the Handrail. Lay
the Mould back on the side of the Handrail. The
Mould should fit along the Handrail grooves
perfectly. Since the Mould is cut, it is shorter than
the Handrail.

6. Using the Mould as a guide, cut along the angle
THROUGH the Handrail with the Insert inside.
7. Take the Inserts out of the Handrail.
8. Repeat steps 5 through 7 with the Shoe Rail.
9. Assemble Balusters into the Inserts. (Please
read the separate instructions titled “Baluster
Assembly”).

Fasten the Amazing Rail™ into the posts wih
screws. If fastening to a wall, use a Rosette (sold
separately).

11. Amazing Rail™ is completely installed.

Installation

10. Align the entire Amazing Rail™ section between
the newel posts (or wall). Make sure the Balusters
are plumb with the newel posts (or wall).

Baluster Assembly

Please visit http://youtu.be/6sBQ3eQEztQ for video demonstration.
1. Take the Insert out of the Handrail as The Top
Insert ( refer to Installation 7) and remove the
Insert from Shoe Rail as The Bottom Insert.
2. Lay the Top and Bottom Inserts apart and parallel
from each other and on top of a Supporting Strip.
(The Inserts should have been cut by this point
which means the dowel hole along the Insert
MUST be placed in the exact same position as they
were inside the Rails before the cuts were made).
3. Place the Balusters between the Inserts at the
appropriate angle while making sure the dowels
at the ends of the balusters are angled in the same
direction. Also make sure the turnings match
down the row and not upside down. (It is easier
to fit the Balusters into the Inserts at an angle as
opposed to straight vertically).

5. Once all the Balusters are in the Inserts, keep the
entire assembled section at an angle and on top of the
Support Strip, and then press the Precut Fillets
between each Baluster except over the predrilled holes
at the ends of the Inserts and also at the center of the
Top Insert.

Baluster Assembly

4. Once the Balusters have been set correctly between
the Inserts and at and angle, fit the round dowels at
the ends of the Balusters into the Insert.

Baluster Assembly

6. After all Fillets have been placed, fit
the Inserts (with the fitted Baluster)
into their respective Rails by pressing
them in firmly.

7. Set the entire Amazing Rail™ section
back to a vertical position.
8. Screw in the included Screws into
the predrilled holes on the Inserts
so that it is firmly attached to their
respective Rails.

Baluster Assembly is complete.
Return to Installation Instructions.

Baluster Assembly

9. Locate the predrilled hole on the flat
side of the center of the Shoe Rail.
Fasten a screw in there as well.

Patient Pending
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